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Abstract
An important and recurring security scenario
involves the need to carry out trusted computations in the
context of untrusted environments. It is shown how a
tamper-detecting interpreter for a programming language
– specifically Lisp 1.5 – combined with the use of a secure
co-processor can address this problem. The term
“tamper-detecting” means that any attempt to corrupt a
computation carried out by a program in the language
will be detected on-line and the computation aborted.
This approach executes the interpreter on the secure coprocessor while the code and data of the program reside
in the larger memory of an associated untrusted host. This
allows the co-processor to utilize the host’s memory
without fear of tampering even by a hostile host. This
approach has several advantages including ease of use
and the ability to provide tamper-detection for any
program that can be constructed using the language.

1.

Computing in a Hostile Environment

An important and recurring security scenario
involves the need to carry out trusted computations in the
context of untrusted environments. One approach is to
combine a secure co-processor [6][15] with an untrusted
host computer. The secure co-processor provides the
environment in which to perform trusted computations,
and the insecure host provides additional resources that
may be used by the trusted processor. Unfortunately, there
is no guarantee that the host will not tamper with the
resources used by the secure co-processor in an attempt to
corrupt the operation of the secure co-processor.
This paper demonstrates a solution where a
programming language system – specifically Lisp 1.5 – is
used to provide a convenient and general mechanism for
tamper-detecting utilization of a specific resource, namely
the memory of an untrusted host. An interpreter for the
language system resides on the secure co-processor, but
the programs and data executed by the interpreter reside
in the memory of the untrusted host.
In this context, the term “tamper-detecting” means
that any attempt to corrupt a computation carried out by a
program in the language will be detected on-line (before

the computation is complete), and the computation will be
aborted.
In order to limit the scope of the problem, only the
issue of integrity is addressed in this paper; the issue of
confidentiality is deferred. It seems reasonable, however,
to assume that adding confidentiality is a straightforward
application of encryption to the values stored in the host
memory.

2.

Why Lisp 1.5?

Lisp 1.5 was chosen as the target programming
language primarily because of its simplicity and to
demonstrate proof-of-concept. Lisp provides a simple,
usable, and complete language.
It has a small
interpreter [11] that can easily be implemented on a
secure co-processor with limited resources. Equally
important, Lisp uses lists as its only data structure, both
for programs and for data; hence tamper detection can be
applied to both code and data with no extra effort. Thus
Lisp provides a good platform for exploring issues in
tamper-detecting language implementations.

3.

Lisp List Representation

This paper assumes familiarity with the Lisp 1.5
language and its implementation. A complete review of
the language and its original implementation is available
in the “Lisp 1.5 Programmer’s Manual” [8] by John
McCarthy et al.
Briefly reviewing, Lisp lists are composed of cells
linked via pointers. A standard Lisp cell consists of three
fields: (1) Car and (2) Cdr pointers to other cells and (3) a
flag field indicating properties of the cell. Traditionally,
the “list” is considered to be the set of cells reached by
following the Cdr pointers. Cells reached through the Car
pointer are often referred to as “sublists”. Cyclic lists are
allowed, as are lists with common sublists. The standard
flags are as follows.
1.
2.

ATOM – the cell format is that of an atomic (i.e.,
non-list cell) value.
NUMBER – a subclass of ATOM indicating that this
cell holds a numeric value.

3.
4.

FREE – this cell is on the freelist.
MARK, CARCHAIN, and CDRCHAIN – for use
during garbage collection (see Section 7).
In the implementation used here, the Car of an atom
cell points to the name represented as a list of integers,
where each integer is the value of a character in the name.
The Cdr field of an atom is used to link it into a list of all
known atoms (the OBLIST). We assume that atoms can
be created but never destroyed. The root of the OBLIST is
one of several special pointers kept in the memory of the
secure co-processor where they are immune from insecure
modification. The value of a non-integer atom is handled
using the traditional ALIST and APVAL mechanisms. Nil
is a special atom whose value is itself and which is
traditionally used to terminate lists. Numeric atoms
contain the integer value in the Cdr field. This makes the
reasonable assumption that an integer and a pointer have
the same size.

4.

Attack and Trust Assumptions

The critical trust assumption is that any values kept in
the memory of the secure co-processor cannot be directly
read or modified by the untrusted host. Thus the code and
data on the secure co-processor constitute the trusted
computing base for the Lisp implementation. The only
assumed attack mechanism by which the host can tamper
with a computation of the secure co-processor is through
the values the host returns in response to read requests
from the secure co-processor. Specifically not addressed
are any physical attacks against the secure co-processor.

5.

Secure Co-Processor –Host Access
Protocol

The secure co-processor accesses the host through the
following primitive operations.
? read(i) – return the content of host memory location i.
? write(i,c) – write c as the new content for host memory
location i.
? alloc(n) – allocate n sequentially located cells of new
host memory and return the address of the start of that
memory.
? release() – let the host reclaim all allocated memory.
To simplify the Lisp interpreter in the co-processor,
the above operations are wrapped by the following Lisporiented operations used during normal computation.
? CAR(p), CDR(p) – read the cell (with tamper detection)
pointed to by p and extract either the Car or Cdr field
respectively.
? CONS(p,q,f) – construct the content of a cell with p in
its Car field, with q in its Cdr field, and with f in its

flag field. Then obtain a pointer to a free cell from the
freelist and write (with tamper detection) the newly
constructed cell into that free cell. The freelist is a
special list of unused cells linked together through their
Cdr fields and with the special FREE flag set. Cells are
checked for tampering when they are removed from the
freelist. If all space is exhausted, then an alloc() request
is made to the host to obtain more memory to construct
a new freelist.

6.

Basic Elements of Tamper-Detection

Tamper-detection is achieved by dividing the whole
computation (the program execution) into epochs. Each
epoch has an associated index that acts as a timestamp for
all write operations performed during that epoch. Epoch
boundaries are defined by occurrences of garbage
collection. Thus, every time the garbage collector is
invoked, a new epoch begins. The sequence of epochs
continues until the computation is complete.
Tampering with a cell’s content is detected by adding
a cryptographic signature as a new field in each cell (the
? field in Figure 1). The signature is computed using any
reasonable collision/computation resistant (i.e., one-way
and hard to invert) and second pre-image resistant hash
function such as SHA-1 [9] or MD5 [9]. The hash
function takes the ordered concatenation of the following
four values as its input.
Cell content – the Car, Cdr, and Flags fields (also
ordered).
? Cell address – the address from which the cell was
read.
? Time stamp – the current epoch index.
? Secret key – a key known only to the secure coprocessor.
Whenever a cell is read, the signature is recomputed
and if it matches the stored signature, then it is assumed
that the Car, Cdr, and Flag fields are valid. The ?
signature field allows the content of a cell to be validated
using only the address of the cell, the content of the cell,
and the secret key and epoch index information contained
in the secure co-processor. Note that the signature, by
itself, does not prevent replay attacks, only synthesis
attacks.
The epoch indices need not be sequential since only
two are ever used at any point in time, and then only
during garbage collection. So, the epoch index can be any
non-repeating sequence of numbers. This suggests that
the need for the epoch index can be replaced by using the
secret key instead. This has the advantage of introducing a
new secret key for every epoch, which provides a natural
mechanism for re-keying. In subsequent discussion, it is
?

assumed that the epoch index and the secret key are
combined into a single epoch key.
It is important to note that in the absence of
encryption, the security parameter for this signature is not
determined by the total input size (512 bits), but rather by
the size of the secret key (128 bits). As a consequence,
brute force attacks on the signature are possible, but are
assumed to be hard. This is in line with prior work [4],
which assumes the adversary has limited computational
power. Information theoretic bounds [1][3] are not
considered here.
While the signature prevents synthesis, replay is
prevented by enforcing the write-once-per-epoch
property. This means that during an epoch, any given cell
in the host memory will be written at most once. This
property is enforced by the fact that the only memory
writing that can occur within an epoch is through the
CONS operator, which is defined to always store its result
in a new cell taken from the freelist.
Within an epoch, a cell will have at most two values
as its content. For cells that are already allocated at the
beginning of the epoch, their content will never change.
For cells that are on the freelist, their initial content is the
initial value as a member of the freelist. The second is the
value written into it at the time it is allocated. Thus for
any cell, the only possible replay attacks are the
following:
1. Replay the cell content from another epoch,
2. Replay the content of some other cell in the same
epoch,
3. Replay the content of an allocated cell as it was when
it was on the freelist.
Since the signature includes the cell address and the
epoch key, cases 1 and 2 can be detected by failure to
validate the signature when the cell is read from the host
processor. Case 3 will be detected by the presence of a
FREE flag, which cannot occur when reading a cell
reachable by any pointer (other than the head of the
freelist). Thus the only cell value that an attacker can
return is the correct value of the cell as written (once)
during the epoch.
The write-once property has some important
consequences. In particular, it disallows use of traditional
extensions to Lisp such as REPLACA, REPLACD, and
PROG because they support direct cell modifications.
Write-once does not prevent lambda binding (using an
ALIST) and SETQ (using an APVAL list); see the longer
technical report [6] for details.

7.

Epoch Transition by Garbage Collection

The transition from one epoch to the next is tied to
garbage collection. Garbage collection is expected to have
two specific effects upon its completion.

?

All unreachable cells have been linked into a single
freelist.

All cell signatures (reachable and unreachable) have
been updated based on the new epoch key.
The garbage collection phase violates the write-onceper-epoch assumption and so it offers significant
opportunities for tampering. Replay attacks are especially
tempting because each cell will be written several times.
In the following discussion, familiarity is assumed
with the common approaches to garbage collection. In
particular, familiarity is assumed with the standard markand-sweep approach, which was chosen because it
isolates the collection activity into a single phase for
which special anti-tampering mechanisms can be used.
Knowledge of the well-known Schorr-Waite(-Deutsch)
[12] algorithm for marking is also assumed. This
algorithm was chosen because it avoids the need for a
separate stack. As it performs its depth-first walk, this
algorithm temporarily reverses the list structure of the
lists on the current path of the walk.
The mark phase operates by doing a depth-first
traversal of the graph of cells reachable from a defined set
of root pointers kept in the secure co-processor. As each
cell is first reached, it is marked. At the point where a cell
is touched for the last time in the walk, its content is resigned using the new epoch key. Thus at the end of the
traversal all reachable cells have been touched and rewritten. Since they have been re-signed using the new
epoch key, they have effectively been moved into the new
epoch. A given path ends when it encounters an atom or
encounters a cell that has already been marked. This latter
case can occur either because some cells may be
reachable by more than one path during the walk or
because the list is cyclic. Cells C4 and C5 in Figure 1
show these two cases respectively.
During the marking process, a cell can be in one of
four states.
(1) Unmarked – any cell not yet reached during marking
will be in the just completed epoch and no garbage
collector related flags will have been set in the cell.
(2,3) Car or Cdr Chaining – some cells on the current
depth-first path will have their Car or Cdr fields reversed
and will have a flag set to indicate that fact. In addition,
such a cell will have its MARK flag set. It is still
considered to be in the just completed epoch.
(4) Complete – any cell for which Car and Cdr chaining is
completed will be in the new epoch and will have its
MARK flag set.
Figure 1 shows a point in the traversal of a set of
lists. The dotted lines indicate the boundary between the
secure co-processor and the host. The box labeled P1 at
the left represents a root pointer in the secure coprocessor. The boxes labeled M1 and M2 represent
special pointers in the secure co-processor. They are used
?

to track the state of the marking procedure. Thus, M1
points to the last cell in the current depth-first path (C4)
and M2 points to the next cell to be marked (C5). Note
the reversal of several pointers in cells C1, C2, and C4
and the associated flags ? (for Car reversal chaining) and
? (for Cdr reversal chaining).
After marking is completed, the sweep phase
examines every cell in the sequential order defined by its
memory address (the chunks of alloc()’d memory are
tracked using a special ALLOC list). If the cell is
unmarked, then it is unused, and it is marked as a free cell
and is linked to the freelist. In order to avoid a second
sweep to reset the mark bits, the secure co-processor just
inverts the sense of the mark bit so that in the next
garbage collection, all cells will be considered unmarked.

8.

Tamper Detecting Garbage Collection
The goals for garbage collection are three-fold:

1.

Immediately detect attempts to modify a cell’s
content,
2. Detect replays no later than the end of garbage
collection.
3. Detect replays before they can cause garbage
collection to fail,
Thus, we are willing to allow replays to occur as long as
they do not corrupt garbage collection, but in any case,
replays must be detected before normal computation
resumes.
The first goal is easily met if we continue to sign our
cells every time we write them to the host memory. Again
assuming that our hash function is hard to invert, we
assume that attempts to modify a cell’s content will fail.
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Replay Attacks Against Garbage
Collection

While a keyed, cryptographically strong hash
function prevents the host from synthesizing corrupt cell
content, it does not necessarily prevent replay attacks.
Whenever a cell is read from the host memory during
either the mark or sweep phases, a malicious host has the
option of providing a replay of any of the four values
stored in that cell during garbage collection.
1. It can replay the correct content of the cell.
2.

79
? ?

So at the start of garbage collection, a new secret epoch
key is computed. During garbage collection, ? (the
signature field) is recomputed every time a cell is
modified. The specific epoch key, new or old, is chosen
based on the step in the marking phase.
During Car and Cdr chaining, the cell is re-written
using the old epoch key. When traversal of a cell is
completed, the last action is to recompute its ? field to
contain its signature but using the new epoch key.
When reading a cell, it is verified using the old epoch
key if the cell appears unmarked, or appears to be
involved in Car or Cdr chaining. Otherwise, it is verified
using the new epoch key.
During the sweep phase, each cell is read in turn and,
based on its content, is either ignored or linked to the
freelist. Verification of the content of the cell depends on
the flags associated with the cell.
If the cell appears to be unmarked then its signature
is validated using the old epoch key. If valid, then the cell
is rewritten with a flag indicating that it is free. Its Cdr
field is used to link it to the front of the freelist. The
signature field of the free cell is computed using the
revised content and using the new epoch key.
If the cell appears to be marked, then its signature is
validated using the new epoch key, and otherwise it is left
untouched.
The claim is that at the end of garbage collection,
every cell is either on the freelist or has been marked. In
both cases, the cell has been re-signed using the new
epoch key. At this point, the next epoch starts and
computation resumes.

4.

It can replay the content of the cell as it was when
involved in Cdr chaining.
It can replay the content of the cell as it was when
involved in Car chaining.
It can replay the content of the cell as it was before
garbage collection began.

Obviously Case 1 causes no problem. Cases 2 and 3
can only usefully occur during the mark phase because
the sweep phase does not use the Car and Cdr chaining
flags.

Even during the marking phase, these cases can only
occur when it possible to reach a cell by more than one
path. As figure 1 shows, this can occur for cells that are
sublists of more than one list (cell C4) or are part of a
cyclic list (cell C5). Under normal circumstances, this
would cause the walk to encounter an already marked
cell, which in turn would cause the walk to stop and back
up to continue the walk down another path
If the host provides case 2 or 3 replay, this can cause
no difficulties because the mark flag will be set and will
cause the garbage collector to properly stop its marking
and back up to a new depth-first path.
Case 4 is a problem both during the mark phase and
the sweep phase. During marking, the legitimate content
of the cell may indicate the cell has already been marked.
If instead the host replays the old, unmarked cell content,
then the garbage collector will happily re-mark that cell
and everything reachable from it. Th is will continue as
long as the host replays unmarked cell values, possibly
forever. This re-marking by itself causes no harm because
marking is an idempotent operation.
The same thing may also happen during the sweep
phase. That is, the host may replay the unmarked content
of each cell. In this case, an active cell will be treated as a
free cell and erroneously added to the freelist. Again, this
causes no immediate harm since the cells of the freelist
are never revisited during the sweep phase.

10. A Counting Solution
The only damaging effects of a Case 4 replay are to
cause the mark phase to re-mark cells (possibly endlessly)
or to cause the sweep phase to free cells that are really
reachable. The effects of both attacks can be controlled
using a counting technique.
Assume that at the beginning of garbage collection,
we know Tc, the total number of allocated cells. In the
untampered state:
Tc = Rc + Fc (1)
where Rc is the total number of reachable cells and Fc is
the total number of free cells. In a possibly tampered
state, we have the following inequality.
Tc ? Mc + Sc
(2)
where Mc is the number of unmarked cells seen during
the mark phase and Sc is the number of unmarked cells
seen during the sweep phase. The inequality is a
consequence of the following two inequalities.
Rc ? MC (3)
Fc ? Sc
(4)
These two inequalities come from the following
observations. First, if the attacker uses a case 4 replay
during the mark phase, it will increase the number of
apparently unmarked cells by 1, hence equation (3) will
hold. If the attacker uses the same replay during the
sweep phase, it will increase the number of apparently

free cells by one, hence equation (4) will hold. Note that
the number of marked cells can never be falsely increased
because that would require the attacker to be able to mark
a cell without detection, which is hypothesized to be
impossible if our signature function is not invertible.
Using equations (1) and (2), it is then possible to
detect the occurrence of tampering no later than the end of
the sweep phase of garbage collection, which is our
second goal. At that point, the number of marked cells
plus the number of free cells will have been counted and
if the total is greater than the total number of available
cells (Tc), then tampering has occurred.
Our one remaining problem is the possibility of
endless replay during the mark phase. If the attacker
always replays unmarked cell values, then there is a
potential for the mark phase to loop forever in the
presence of any cyclic lists. To address this, we note one
more equation.
Mc > Tc ? Tc ? Mc + Sc
(5)
This indicates that if the number of unmarked cells
Mc ever exceeds Tc, then equation (2) will of necessity be
true and hence tampering must be occurring. Thus if we
track the number of unmarked cells read, we are
guaranteed to eventually detect a loop and signal a replay
attack.

11. Preliminary Performance Measurements
An implementation of the tamper-detecting Lisp
system has been completed. Preliminary performance
measurements have been collected using g++
version2.95.3 on an Ultra-2 Sparc platform. These
measurements must be interpreted carefully because of
the platform and because of the following assumptions
and implementation limitations underlying those
measurements.
The most important limitation concerns signing
overhead.
We use a public domain, software-only
implementation of the MD5 signing code from RSA with
an average signing time of about 10 microseconds for
signing 512 bits. This means that signing time dominates
the current set of measurements and gives the appearance
that the cost of tamper-detection is large. Given signing
hardware and/or faster signing functions, it should be
possible to reduce this cost to, say, 1 or 2 microseconds,
at which point the signing cost becomes manageable.
The memory bandwidth between the secure coprocessor and the host also impacts the overall
performance, but it is not separately modeled in our
performance measurements.. Not only is every cell read
by the secure co-processor, the cell size increases because
of the addition of the signature field. The communication
channel between the host and the co-processor should be

something like Firewire, USB 2.0, or a direct PCI bus
connection to avoid bandwidth bottlenecks.
With these limitations in mind, Chart 1 shows some
preliminary performance measurements for doing the
garbage collection mark phase on acyclic graphs whose
depth ranges from 10 to 100. This particular measurement
is included because tamper-detecting garbage collection,
and marking in particular, is critical to the operation of
the system. The list graphs to be marked are generated
with random widths in each level (up to a maximum of 64
cells) and the number of roots is chosen randomly in the
range 1 to 8. The Y-axis of the graph is the log of the
elapsed time in microseconds and the X-axis is the graph
depth.
The top line represents marking time when antitamper is activated. The second line from the top shows
the normal marking time. The bottom line is the ratio
(about 17), and the second line from the bottom line is the
total number of cells in the graph.
In summary, the performance measurements appear
to indicate that a feasible tamper-detection Lisp
implementation can be constructed if certain bandwidth
and signing speeds can be achieved. But detailed and
accurate performance measurements must wait until the
implementation is re-hosted onto real co-processor
hardware.

12. Related Work
The approach proposed in this paper is directly
inspired by the prior work in tamper-detecting data
structures. These structures and implementing code are
stored in the host’s memory and have the property that
any attempt by the host to tamper with the data structure
will be detected. Examples of such data structures
include random-access memory [3], simple linear lists
[1][3], and stacks and queues [3][4].
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The language approach has several advantages
compared to the data structure approach. It is more
general since the programmer can use any data structure
that can be implemented in the language. Additionally, it
hides the complexity of tamp er-detection. Programmers
do not have to worry about the problem of tampering
because a solution is built into the language
implementation and is inherited by all programs executed
by the language interpreter. This solution also reduces and
simplifies the code that must reside on the host processor.
Data structure specific code is not required. Instead, the
only required code is that necessary to allow the secure
co-processor to read and write the host’s memory and to
request the allocation of blocks of the host’s memory
(Section 5). Thus using the language approach, it should
be easier to construct programs that can safely avail
themselves of untrustworthy host memory.
This work explicitly assumes the use of secure
hardware whose memory cannot be read or modified by
the untrusted host. There exist software-only solutions
[14] to the trusted computing problem that use various
forms of obfuscation to prevent an untrusted software
program from analyzing the actions of the trusted
software. A recent theoretical result [2] casts doubt on the
generality of this approach, and indicates that completely
general software-only solutions may be impossible.
The use of cryptopaging [5][13] is another possible
alternative to the approach presented here. Cryptopaging
treats the host as secondary memory and the secure coprocessor uses it as the target for paging its memory.
Replay is prevented by maintaining a complete Merkle
hash tree [10] whose leaves are the available pages of the
host memory. The nodes of the Merkle tree are also kept
in host memory. Cryptopaging has the advantage that it is
fast because it uses modified hardware for signing and
memory retrieval. This is also a disadvantage since our
approach can use off-the-shelf hardware. Its other
disadvantage is page-size. Our approach accesses memory
in smaller chunks and uses language semantics to ensure
that no replay occurs. The cryptopaging approach uses
additional memory for storing the Merkle hash tree
interior nodes in the host memory. It also must find a
satisfactory trade-off between page size and the size of
the Merkle tree. An efficient cryptopaging approach also
requires a significant degree of locality of reference.
Languages like Lisp are notorious for breaking paging
algorithms because they rapidly lose any locality of
reference properties. Each approach has merits and
demerits and a more direct comparison using real
hardware would be interesting.

13. Summary
This paper proposes the use of a tamper-detection
programming language implementation plus a secure coprocessor to achieve trusted computing in an untrusted
environment. The claim that the implementation can
detect tampering rests on the following three arguments.
1. An attacker (the host) can never undetectably provide
corrupt data to the secure co-processor because all
cells in memory are signed.
2. Write-one-per-epoch combined with signing of cells
guarantees that an attacker cannot successfully replay
data during an epoch..
3. Replaying unmarked cell content during garbage
collection can be detected using the counting
technique.
A preliminary implementation of the tamperdetection Lisp has been completed. Future research will
attempt to move this implementation to a true secure coprocessor environment. Parallel research will examine
possible applications of this technique to more complex
RAM programming models.
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